ABSTRACT In the process of on-orbit servicing, chasers achieve approach and contact with target spacecraft are via a series of orbital transfer and motion control. However, most target spacecraft are non-cooperative targets. As a matter of fact, mainly technical difficulty of non-cooperative targets still lies in unable directly obtaining their motion parameters, thereby, it is impossible to realize their autonomously rendezvous and capture. Thus, measure motion parameters of non-cooperative targets from outside is significant for research on-orbit service. In this paper, a pose measurement method coupled initial pose measurement with modelbased tracking is put forward for space non-cooperative targets. Specifically, an algorithm based on SIFT matching to measure initial pose of target tracking is proposed to start subsequent target tracking. Afterwards, a target tracking algorithm is presented, which is via a priori information and the combination of edge features and point features. As well as, an M estimator is introduced to improve the accuracy and robustness of target tracking algorithm. Finally, an experimental platform is constructed to fulfill experiments to validate the effectiveness of proposed method. Also, the experimental results demonstrate that our approach has highly precision and robustness in vary illuminations. Simultaneously, our method could satisfy the real-time requirement of pose measurement for non-cooperative targets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Capturing non-cooperative targets is indispensable to multitudes of on-orbit missions, such as prolong spacecraft lifespan, assistance faulty spacecraft into pre-selected orbit, and push abandoned satellites into the grave orbit [1] - [3] . Thus, investigate on non-cooperative target capture has gained increasing attention from researchers. Yet due to state of motion is unknown, research difficulty on capturing noncooperative targets still lies in accurate estimation of the motion parameters [4] - [7] . To address this issue, researchers come up with quite a few solutions.
DLR designed a capture mechanism for non-cooperative target orbit engines, and presented a complex noncooperative target recognition algorithm based on multisensor data fusion [8] . However, this method was fully controlled from ground system. When the delay was large, entire system would be unstable, thereby the reliability of method would be affected. The United States carried out
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was An-An Liu. the FREND project mainly for non-cooperative spacecraft to perform capture, derailment and other operations, which used three hand-eye cameras as the pose measurement system [9] - [11] . In this project, real-time was critical to the success of missions. But coordination of multiple cameras and too involved processing loop constrained the real-time performance of tasks. Nassir Oumer and Panin [12] put forward a method for stereo camera-based 3D tracking to estimate pose of a non-cooperative satellite. In their approach, for each point, update stage of the filter was iterated until convergence, which leads to the pose estimation time would be affected by iterative times. Fourie et al. [13] , [14] established a visual-inertial system based on stereo vision, and described a vision-based relative navigation and control strategy for inspecting an unknown non-cooperative object in space. Although this method has advantages of highly reliability and precision, time of visual information processing would be restricted by external environment. Segal et al. [15] developed a stereovision-based filtering algorithm for estimating the relative state between two non-cooperative spacecraft. They employed multiple iterated extend Kalman filters, and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ each endowed with a different hypothetical target inertia. The algorithm was robust to inertia modeling uncertainties, and could estimate the complete relative state, but estimation time was not fully considered. Peng et al. [16] constructed a stereo vision system to measure the relative pose of non-cooperative target. Compared with traditional methods, their scheme has highly accuracy and efficiency, but exists a problem of large calculation amounts. Ying et al. [17] put forward an effective method to identify the features of non-cooperative targets and track their pose based on point cloud. But the method has a large amount of computation, due to it was based on particle filter algorithm. Although above solutions adopted different algorithms to achieve pose measurement, they have similarity in idea. Firstly, the employed computer vision method to imaging. Afterwards, image processing and pose algorithm were adopted to measure position and attitude parameters. Finally, the captured part were identified. Nevertheless, these schemes are defective, a quintessential example should be cited that large computational will give rise to system delay, thereby the real-time performance of method could not be guaranteed.
To deal with previously mentioned problem, a real-time pose measurement method for non-cooperative target is put forward, in condition of ensuring the precision and robustness. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the research motivation of our contributions. Then, section III gives an exhaustively formulation of our thought. Additionally, experimental results are shown in Section IV is to demonstrate the superiority of presented approach. Ultimately, in Section V, we conclude the paper, simultaneously look forward the future work.
II. RESEARCH MOTIVATION
Indeed, essence of pose measurement of three-dimensional object is to measure the translation and rotation parameters of world coordinate (model coordinate) fixed on object in camera coordinate. That is, pose measurement is to measure both target translations along three coordinate axis and rotation angles generated by target rotate around three coordinate axis. In mathematical, these translations and rotation angles are represented by homogeneous transformation matrix.
Yet non-cooperative targets unable to provide priori information of cooperation cursor and motion state used for detection and tracking, which brings certain difficulties to pose information acquisition. But, motion of non-cooperative targets in camera are continuous. Thus, priori information could be obtained from image frame in camera to reduce the calculations of pose measurement, which means that the pose information could be acquired in real-time through frame-byframe sampling in video sequence. Since target motion is a continuous process, pose in previous frame image could provide multitudes of prior information for latter frame image. When utilizing these prior information in pose solution, not only pose measurement error will be reduced to a large extent, but also pose measurement time will be lessened [18] - [22] .
Therefore, priori information of the first frame image during measuring non-cooperative targets pose is quite critical. Meanwhile, insufficient prior information indicates that measurement algorithm of non-cooperative target pose in initial frame image should be remarkable different from the subsequent algorithm.
Furthermore, this research is focus on the need for noncooperative targets in near-earth space, and hence, real-time must be taken into consideration. Whereas, among computer vision methods used for non-cooperative target pose measurement, model-based method not only has good robustness in variable space environment, but also has lower computation and better real-time performance. It means that model-based method could deal with the rotation, irregular motion, etc., as well as could realize the real-time output of non-cooperative target pose information in the video sequence [23] - [31] . In addition, model-based method could reduce mismatch points to improve the pose measurement accuracy.
Last but not the least, compared with large devices, such as laser and radar, visual camera could provide stable and reliable 2D visual information, simultaneous has small space and low energy consumption. Accordingly, a visual camera is adopted as hardware device of pose measurement in this paper.
To sum up, a pose measurement method for noncooperative target based on model is put forward. The proposed method is composed of two paramount components, respectively are initial pose measurement and modelbased target tracking. Firstly, initial pose of subsequent target tracking is gained by performing pose measurement on a query image selected in video sequence. Then, initial pose is exploited to tracking non-cooperative target in video sequence with frame by frame to output the real-time pose. In order to attain the stable, real-time, and accurate output of non-cooperative target pose in final, pose tracking precision needs to be judged. When the accuracy conform to the demands, keep tracking continues, else, pose of noncooperative target in current location needs to be recalculated, as a new initial pose to restart tracking.
III. METHOD A. INITIAL POSE MEASUREMENT OF NON-COOPERATIVE TARGET TRACKING
Measure initial pose of target tracking aims at detecting and locating non-cooperative target in three-dimensional environment. To accomplish pose measurement in computer vision, our idea is via extract certain feature information of target, and matching these information with image information of target. Because of space target is sensitive to illumination, occlusion, and view-point variations, while SIFT feature extraction operator has better adaptability to these factors, an algorithm based on SIFT matching to measure initial pose of target tracking is proposed to initial the subsequent target tracking, which flow path is summarized as follows, Briefly, in order to measure initial pose of target tracking, our algorithm has three important parts, respectively are, reference pose measurement of non-cooperative target in query image, extract and matching SIFT feature points between query image and current image, and pose solution based on multipoint matching.
1) MEASURE REFERENCE POSE
In our implementation, pose parameters of non-cooperative target are known (with a certain uncertainty) at the first frame in a given video sequence. Thus, one frame is selected from video sequence as a query image, and pose parameters of non-cooperative target in this image is called reference pose.
To obtain the reference pose, POSIT pose solving algorithm is employed owing to its lower computational complexity, faster convergence, and better robustness.
Nevertheless, classical POSIT could only perform pose calculation for the selected reference points in non-coplanar, for the selected reference points in coplanar, coplanar-POSIT is adopted to achieve pose solving [32] . Unlike POSIT, coplanar-POSIT could solve two sets of pose parameters. During iteratively solving pose parameters, above two sets of pose parameters are judged. Only the solution with less error is used for each iteration, which could make the final iteration converge results basically approximate in two sets. Thus, any of two data sets could be used as the final result of pose measurement.
For the sake of validating the reliability and accuracy in reference pose solution, we randomly extract a frame image as query image. Then, we utilize human-computer interaction to respectively input three-dimensional coordinates of four points and their corresponding two-dimensional image feature points, and determine whether they are coplanar. Finally, according to the judgment result, Posit or coplanar-Posit pose measurement algorithm is selected to solve position and attitude of non-cooperative target in query image. The solution result of reference pose is shown in figure 1 .
As is exhibited in figure 1 , we respectively select four non-coplanar points and four coplanar points from noncooperative target image, then, non-cooperative target wireframe model is re-projected on image to evaluate accuracy of reference pose solution. Obviously, from figure 1, solution result of POSIT is better than coplanar-POSIT. To sum up, in this work, image plane points corresponding to the feature points of known non-cooperative target model are selected through the means of human-computer interaction, as well as, after coplanar judgment of 3D feature points on model, POSIT or coplanar-POSIT is used to solve reference pose of non-cooperative target in query image.
2) EXTRACT AND MATCHING SIFT FEATURE POINTS
Since current image has certain translation, rotation, and scale transformation with respect to the query image, yet SIFT feature extraction operator has rotation invariance, scale invariance, as well as has certain resistance to changes in illumination. In this paper, SIFT feature extraction operator is adopted to extract SIFT feature points from query image and current image, furthermore, extracted feature points is used for matching, after eliminating feature points in background and mismatch, correspondence between 3D feature points on model and 2D SIFT feature points in current image is established by 2D-3D re-projection. VOLUME 7, 2019 During pose measurement, extract SIFT feature points from query image is actually a process of learning query image. That is, the extracted feature points and their descriptors will be used as learning samples, to match SIFT feature points and descriptors in current image, and to establish a one-to-one mapping relationship between them.
Extracted SIFT feature points from non-cooperative target images is shown in figure 2 . As previous mentioned, one-to-one mapping relationship between query image and current image needs to be built in SIFT feature points matching. Brute Force matching algorithm [33] is used for SIFT feature points matching because of its stable matching result and highly calculation efficiency. Specifically, after matching feature descriptor in query image with feature descriptor in current image to return the optimal match, and setting threshold to eliminate the mismatch, a one-to-one mapping relationship between query image and current image is established.
Matching result of SIFT feature points achieved by Brute Force as shown in figure 3. Moreover, during extracting SIFT feature points, some points located outside the non-cooperative target and belong to the background, named background interference points, are also extracted. Thus, the extracted SIFT feature points need to be screened.
Screening background interference points is on the basis of hypothesis that all SIFT feature points are located on the surface of the non-cooperative target model. Meanwhile, non-cooperative target model and reference pose are known, which could be utilized to eliminate SIFT feature points in background through projecting on 2D image. In fact, screening background interference points is to only retain SIFT feature points on non-cooperative target in image. The result of background interference points elimination as show in figure 4 . After eliminating the background interference points, three-dimensional coordinates of points in model coordinate system corresponding to the remaining SIFT feature points need to be solved. These three-dimensional coordinates and their corresponding feature descriptors will be used for subsequent pose measurement based on multi-point matching.
Solution of three-dimensional coordinate is also based on the assumption that feature points are located on a certain plane of non-cooperative target model surface. Since noncooperative target model and its reference pose in query image are known, in accordance with space projection principle, coordinates of two-dimensional image feature points in three-dimensional model coordinate could be easily obtained.
3) POSE MEASUREMENT BASED ON MULTIPOINT MATCHING
Along with obtaining the three-dimensional coordinates of feature points corresponding to the model coordinate system, correspondence between 3D coordinates of SIFT feature points on non-cooperative target and 2D feature points in image is also acquired, which could be used for solving noncooperative target position and attitude of current image in camera coordinate system. This paper couples virtual vision servo [34] with RANSAC [35] to solve pose parameters in current image.
Basic idea of virtual vision servo for solving noncooperative target pose is to regard the problem of solving pose parameters as the dual topic of 2D visual servo. In visual servo process, a particular target in image could be continuously observed by controlling the motion of camera, which could be achieved by minimizing the error between desired state parameter s * of image feature and actual state parameter s. Under ideal conditions, exists a unique camera pose to minimize this error.
Indeed, large amounts of 3D feature points o P exist on measured target, that is, o P is 3D coordinates of points on measured target in model coordinate system. We set a virtual camera, and define its position and attitude in model coordinate system as r, then through minimize the error between observed data s * (2D coordinate of SIFT feature points in image is p, at this time, s * = p) and 2D coordinate s (according to pose parameter r, 3D feature points are forward projected to image plane to obtain s), named , actual pose parameters of measured target relative to camera could be acquired.
where, pr ε (r, o P i ) is projection model obtained based on camera internal parameter ξ and camera pose r, N refers amount of feature points. During pose calculation, motion of virtual camera initially located at r i position follows virtual visual servo control algorithm to minimize the error parameter , at convergence position of algorithm, virtual camera reaches the r d pose to minimize , r d is pose parameter to be solved.
In classical visual servo process, define task function as e,
Take the derivative of formula 2, e = ∂e ∂s ∂s ∂r
where, L represents image Jacques matrix, and v refers velocity vector.
Then, e is decoupled exponentially,
where, λ is proportional coefficient for controlling attenuation rate. Thus, following control laws could be obtained,
s . Finally, velocity vector v is mapped to its corresponding instantaneous displacement, to update the pose parameters of non-cooperative target,
where, exp(v) represents exponential mapping in the form of homogeneous matrices, k refers iteration numbers in an iterative optimization process. Due to coarse error may be exist in the process of feature matching and 3D information solving, which will affect the accuracy of pose control algorithm based on virtual visual servo. In order to make full use of correspondence of 2D-3D SIFT feature points, eliminate possible coarse error, improve the accuracy and reliability of algorithm, RANSAC is introduced for pose measurement, namely, virtual visual servo is combined with RANSAC to solve non-cooperative target pose.
RANSAC assumes that data sample contains both correct data and abnormal data. It solves problem by repeatedly selecting a set of random subset in data sample, and employs acquired results to test other data to determine whether these data are interior points. At last, all interior points are used for resolving model to obtain the result as correct as possible. In this paper, 2D-3D matching relationship of feature points is a data sample containing abnormal data. Firstly, four feature points are randomly selected to solve pose parameters. Afterwards, we make a decision on all data points in entire data point set, regard points which are close enough to projection points and feature points as interior points. Finally, pose of non-cooperative target is to be resolved in accordance with all obtained interior points. The algorithm of pose parameters solution via couple virtual visual servo with RANSAC as shown in table 1.
In above algorithm, reference pose is acquired by query image based on POSIT. However, if error between reference pose and solved pose is too large, the algorithm will diverge or converge at local minimum. At this time, it is essential to re-select an image close to current image as reference image, and solve its pose as reference pose, then, measure pose in current image as initial pose of following target tracking process, to start model-based target tracking algorithm.
B. NON-COOPERATIVE TARGET TRACKING
Since three-dimensional model of non-cooperative target is known, we employ model-based tracking to realize real-time VOLUME 7, 2019 solution of non-cooperative target pose parameters. But in order to improve the accuracy of target tracking, a target tracking algorithm based on edge feature fusion point feature is proposed, which takes Harris corner features and edge features on non-cooperative target in images as tracking features. As well as, an M estimator is introduced to enhance the resistance of nonlinear optimization pose to external points. Finally, pose parameters could be real-time and accurate outputted.
1) SEARCHING AND MATCHING EDGE FEATURE
Edge is a prominent feature in image, which has advantages of stable extraction effect and strong anti-interference ability, but it is difficult to quantify. Thus, we transform edge features into sample point features with a certain distance on the edge, and then, perform a normal one-dimensional search to determine the matching between model edge points and image edge points. The details as follows,
1. According to pose parameter r k−1 of non-cooperative target in previous frame image I k−1 , 3D model of noncooperative target is projected on image plane of current I k th frame image, to obtain two-dimensional projection edge of model;
2. Sampling for two-dimensional projection edges of model at a certain distance, to acquire a sampling point set of projection edge on model in the I k th frame image, which is defined as {x i } In above normal one-dimensional searching process, an m * m convolution template is to be set, which direction is determined in accordance with normal n i . Moreover, within searching range R, convolution value of each possible pixel (x ij ) along normal n i is obtained by the convolution template, which has a one-to-one correspondence to likelihood ratio ζ j . Also, points with the maximum likelihood ratio in image and larger than the set threshold are recorded as corresponding points x i , which will be used for following nonlinear optimization process of pose parameters.
It is well to be reminded that in process of tracking noncooperative target, complex small contour features on noncooperative target, as well as change in visibility of each surface during rotation, will greatly effect on the accuracy of tracking. Hence, to address this issue, this paper judges the visibility of non-cooperative target model plane, and sets the minimum threshold of projection line.
In fact, during the tracking process, only edge features on visible plane could perform low-order edge tracking to update the pose parameters. Whereas in this paper, determination of plane visibility is achieved by solving the included angle α, as shown in figure 6 . As demonstrated in figure 6 , α is an included angle between the line connecting camera optical center to gravity center of plane to be determined and plane normal. In this paper, the threshold k is defined as 80 • , when α < 80 • , plane to be determined is visible, but when α > 80 • , plane to be determined is invisible.
On the other hand, in the first step of tracking process, non-cooperative target model needs to be projected on a twodimensional plane for low-order edge tracking, yet in this process, line size determination of model projection is added to improve tracking accuracy. It is stipulated that the line is included in subsequent sampling matching process only when the model projection line length is greater than a certain threshold, and the small contour, which projection line length is less than this threshold is excluded from the tracking.
To sum up, edge feature matching points
in image as show in figure 7.
2) POINT FEATURE DETECTION AND TRACKING
Naturally, multiple similar edge features might be extracted, due to the complexity of projected image. In order to distinguish features, point feature is taken as another visual feature applied to tracking, since it also has strong antiinterference ability. In fact, target tracking using feature points is achieved by nonlinearly optimizing the objective function p ( p is an objective function about the distance from feature point extracted in current frame to the feature point tracked in following frame) to solve current pose of the non-cooperative target. Consequently, this paper uses 3D feature points on non-cooperative target model and 2D feature points in image to achieve directly correspond 3D to 2D, and acquires pose parameter r via optimizing the objective function p . In our research, point feature is detected by Harris corner detector [37] as shown in figure 8 , and its tracking is realized via KLT tracking [38] . That is, our implement reduces the calculation of tracking by reducing number of tracking points, to improve the real-time performance of tracking accordingly.
In this paper, details in point tracking based on KLT as follows, . Specially, during extracting Harris feature points, some background interference points are also the included in extracted feature point, which elimination ways is similar to the method mentioned above (remove background interference points from SIFT feature points extraction). Finally, only Harris feature points on non-cooperative target contours are retained.
3) TARGET TRACKING BASED ON FUSION OF EDGE FEATURE AND POINT FEATURE
As a matter of fact, accumulative error of pose would be generated during extracting and tracking of point features. Fusion of edge feature and point feature is to avoid the disadvantage of two features, and improve the accuracy and robustness of target tracking. In consequence, after acquiring correspondence between 2D feature points and 3D feature points, issue of solve pose parameter could be equivalent to a local nonlinear optimization problem. Through local nonlinear optimization of forward projection error r between above two features, the estimated valuer of pose parameter r is finally obtained.r
where, e i (r) is the error between two-dimensional feature and projection feature. It can be seen from formula (8) that this is a nonlinear minimization problem about the pose parameter r. Therefore, Gauss-Newton iteration [39] is applied to iteratively update the pose parameter r, and finally, optimal estimation of r could be obtained.
Define set of projection points as {x i,j } acquired by projecting non-cooperative target model to image, set of points on non-cooperative target in image correspond to {x i,j } is x i,j , error function (r) refers distance from points x i,j in image to model projection points x i,j , then,
where, d ⊥ (x i,j , x i,j ) is distance from point x i,j in image to model projection point x i,j . In our implement, starting from the initial pose estimation r 0 , in each interaction loop k, performing a tiny displacement transformation δr for pose parameter r k , and using following formula to update pose parameter,
where, ⊕ is sum operator in parameter space, which ultimate goal is to determine the value of r k that minimizes the r in VOLUME 7, 2019 each iteration loop, and its description in mathematics is,
In process of interaction, tiny displacement transformation δr is acquired by following formula,
where, J + is pseudo-inverse matrix of J , and J is Jacobian matrix of error vector e(r), J = ∂e(r) ∂r.
Especially, tiny displacement transformation δr is screw displacement of pose parameter, and δr = (v, w), where v refers translation displacement parameter, w represents rotation displacement parameter.
In order to achieve the update of pose parameters through tiny displacement transformation δr, converting the δr to its corresponding rigid body instantaneous displacement δM via an exponential map,
where, [δr] = w v 0 0 .
In addition, define c M o as homogeneous transformation matrix in process of rigid body transformation, which represents pose parameters of non-cooperative target relative to the camera.
Then, on the basis of formula (10) , c M o could be update by δM,
However, during solving pose parameters of each frame in video sequence by using Gaussian-Newton nonlinear optimization, the input parameters maybe contain some outliers, which will affect the accuracy of pose parameters obtained by iterative optimization. Consequently, M estimator [40] is introduced to eliminate the outliers may be generated during model projection and edge matching, due to its better robustness.
In this work, objective of M estimator is to reduce the influence of outliers in input parameters on estimation results, via assigning the adaptive weight to input parameter in error function. Therefore, define R as estimation function of pose error, then, the expression of nonlinear optimization issue as following,
where, ρ(e i (r)) is robust estimation function. In above formula, diagonal weight matrix D (D = diag (w 1 , . . . , w n )) is determined by setting the M estimator ρ, as well as, D is used for setting the weight w i of each parameter in error vector e under the condition of given error vector e = e 0 e 1 ... e n , where 0 < w i < 1, and w i is expressed as,
where, δ i is normalized residuals (δ i = e i − Med(e)), is influence function, Med refers median operator, and σ represents standard deviation of interior point data.
Especially, the influence function is defined as,
where, C is constant. Also, standard deviation of interior point data σ is another important parameter, which is unknown in initial case, but it could be obtained by median absolute deviationσ ,
where, () is normal cumulative distribution function, and −1 (0.75) = 1.48. As a result, after above calculation, the formula (12) could be updated,
Additionally, in process of solving non-linear pose parameters mentioned above, the error function is also need to be solved and non-linear optimization.
Firstly, error function of edge feature is to be solved, which is expressed as,
where, d ⊥ (l i (r), x i ) represents distance from feature point x i to projection straight line l i (r), ρ g is M estimator, and σ g refers normalization factor of standard deviation for e g i , which is expressed as
Obviously, function expression of l i (r) needs to be known to obtain the d ⊥ (l i (r), x i ) .
Define function expression of initial model projection straight line l i (r k ) as, where, θ x i is included angle between x axis of image plane coordinate and normal direction of l i (r k ), ρ x i refers distance between l i (r k ) and image plane coordinate origin.
Since θ x i and ρ x i could be acquired in process of model projection, as well as pose parameters in previous frame of non-cooperative target model are known, then, function representation of straight ling L i in model coordinate on threedimensional model of non-cooperative target corresponding to l i (r k ) could be acquired.
In accordance with current pose parameter r, l i (r) could be obtained by projecting L i to image plane and update θ x i and ρ x i . Then, d ⊥ (l i (r), x i ) could described as,
In formula (22) ,
where, x x i and y x i are coordinates of x i in image plane coordinate.
Furthermore, Jacobian matrix J e g i of e g i (r) needs to be solved, which is defined as,
Then, substituting formula (17) to formula (24) ,
where, α = x X i sin θ X i − y X i cos θ X i , J ρ x i and J θ x i is obtained by literature [41] , 
In formula (27) ,
In formula (28) and formula (29) , AX +BY +CZ +D = 0 is a function representation of a certain three-dimensional plane to which the straight line L i belongs in model coordinate. Since model parameters of non-cooperative target are known, four parameters (A, B, C and D) of three-dimensional plane could be obtained by using pose parameters of previous frame image and three-dimensional coordinates of mentioned sampling point X i in model coordinate.
Through combining formulas (26) , (27) , (28) and (29), the needed Jacobian matrix J e g i for nonlinear optimization of pose parameters could be obtained,
where,
Secondly, according to one-to-one mapping relationship between three-dimensional point set
, error function of point feature could be expressed as follows,
where, ρ p is M estimator, and e p i is defined as,
where, x i (r) represents the result of three-dimensional point X i being projected into image plane based on pose parameter r to be solved, namely, x i (r) = pr(X i , r), σ p is normalization factor of standard deviation for e p i , which is expressed as
Moreover, Jacobian matrix Je p i of point feature is also acquired by literature [41] ,
where, p x and p y are focal ratio parameters of camera, x and y are coordinates of feature point x i (r) = pr(X i , r) in image, Z refers depth value of 3D point on model corresponding to feature point x i .
Lastly, in order to achieve target tracking based on fusion of edge feature and point feature, thereby to solve pose parameters with nonlinear optimization algorithm, a global error function composed of edge feature error function and point feature error function is set up, (34) where, g is error function of edge feature, p is error function of point feature, w g and w p are weight parameter, meanwhile, 0 < w g < 1, 0 < w p < 1.
Similarly, global error vector e is described as,
where, e g = As well as, global Jacobian matrix is expressed as,
. .
.
. . .
In formula (35) and formula (36) , λ g and λ p are described as,
However, it is known that from formula (19) , global weight matrix D also needs to be solved for performing Gauss-Newton optimization based on M estimator, which is expressed as,
Accordingly, the formula (19) could be updated as,
Finally, through using above formula and Gauss-Newton iterative optimization algorithm, pose parameters of noncooperative target could be solved and update in real-time. As a consequence, target tracking based on fusion of edge feature and point feature is exploited for experimental performance assessment.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. ESTABLISH EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
Objective of experiment is to verify the effectiveness of proposed method in this paper. Thus, in accordance with research needs, we make use of existing conditions and equipment to establish our experimental platform, as shown in figure 9 . It can be clearly seen from figure 9 that established experimental system is composed of non-cooperative target model, CCD camera, 6 DOF manipulator, infrared location and tracking system, and a computer. More precisely, adopted non-cooperative target model is Chang'e-2 satellite model with a ratio of 1:30 compared to the real satellite. The CCD camera transmits collected image data to computer is via network port communication. Meanwhile, type of 6 DOF manipulator is a motorman SV3X industrial manipulator with repeated positioning accuracy of 0.03mm and a maximum working radius of 677mm. In our experiments, CCD camera is fixed to the end of manipulator through a special fixture. It means that motion of CCD camera follows movement of manipulator. Thus, manipulator is used for simulating motion of non-cooperative target relative to CCD camera. Furthermore, infrared location and tracking system is Polaris Spectra System produced by NDI Company of Canada, which transmits actual pose parameters through the USB interface. The transmitted data is regarded as reference data to evaluate the accuracy of proposed algorithm in this paper. Last but certainly not least, computer is used for collecting image data and solving pose parameters.
Additionally, it is worth noting that in our experiments, since measurement range of Polaris Spectra System and view field range of CCD camera are limited, position range of pose measurement experiment is limited from 1200mm to 1550mm, which is equivalent to measure non-cooperative target pose at a distance from 36m to 46.5m via using ratio of 1:30 for conversion. experimental data, and analyze error between measurement values and actual values. Specially, measurement values are obtained by the proposed algorithm, and actual values are acquired via Polaris Spectra System. For convenience, we define error between measurement value and actual value as absolute pose measurement error, T x , T y , and T z represent translations along x, y, and z axes, respectively, meanwhile, R x , R y , and R z respective represent rotations along x, y, and z axes.
The distribution of absolute pose measurement error is shown in figure 10 .
In this experiment, we use the average value of absolute pose measurement error to evaluate the measurement accuracy, as shown in table 2. It is apparent from table 2 that average error of rotation parameters are no more than 2.5 • , and average error of translation parameters are less than 10.6mm, which illustrates that in our implement, besides the systematic error of Polaris Spectra System, error of proposed initial pose measurement algorithm is relative to slight.
In our actual application, rotation precision is required to be less than 5 • , and translation precision is required to be VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 15. Pose error curve of tracking.
less than 20mm. Thus, the table 2 demonstrates that accuracy of initial pose measurement is highly enough to satisfy the requirement in actual application.
2) TARGET TRACKING
In order to verify the accuracy, robustness and real-time of model-based target tracking algorithm, as well as further to examine the reliability and accuracy of initial pose obtained by pose measurement algorithm after starting the target tracking, we designed and conducted model-based target tracking experiments.
Primarily, target tracking experiment in condition of normal light is performed, to validate feasibility and accuracy of proposed pose measurement algorithm. Comparison images between actual values acquired by experiment and measured values are shown in figure 11 , as previous mentioned, T x , T y , and T z represent translations along x, y, and z axes, respectively, meanwhile, R x , R y , and R z respective represent rotations along x, y, and z axes.
As is exhibited in figure 11 that red curve is measured value, and blue curve represents the actual value. Afterwards, error curve of target tracking could be acquired via data processing for figure 11 is shown in figure 12 .
As is known from analysis of figure 11 and figure 12 , error of rotation tracking along x, y, and z axes are less than 2.5 • , and error of translation tracking along x, y, and z axes are less than 20mm, which satisfy the requirement of precision in our actual application. Thus, the experimental results demonstrate that proposed tracking algorithm has an ideal tracking effect.
Next in line, target tracking experiment under poor imaging condition is accomplished, to confirm robustness and accuracy of proposed pose measurement algorithm. The imaging effect and target tracking effect as shown in figure 13 , pose parameter curve of tracking is shown in figure 14 , and pose error curve of tracking is displayed in figure 15 . Also, T x , T y , and T z represent translations along x, y, and z axes, respectively, meanwhile, R x , R y , and R z respective represent rotations along x, y, and z axes.
It can be seen form figure 14 and figure 15 that rotation tracking accuracy of rotation parameters R x , R y , and R z are less than 2 • , and tracking accuracy of translation parameters T x , T y , and T z are less than 20mm. Obviously, accuracy of tracking under poor imaging condition is not significantly different from normal condition, which illustrate that proposed pose tracking algorithm has good robustness, and could satisfy the pose tracking requirements under different lighting conditions to some extent.
Finally, tracking speed verification experiment of pose tracking algorithm is carried out, to test the pose parameters calculation speed of tracking algorithm. In this implement, the algorithm is used for tracking poses of four video sequences with different frames, and the recorded data is shown in table 3. Table 3 reflects that pose tracking algorithm in this paper has a processing speed of about 10frame /s. In this work, image processing speed is required to be at least 4frame /s. Thus, table 3 illustrate that our algorithm could satisfy the requirements of real-time pose tracking for non-cooperative targets in real-time.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
To solve the pose measurement problem of non-cooperative targets in space environment, a pose measurement approach combined initial pose measurement with model-based target tracking is put forward. Purpose of measure initial pose is to start target tracking. Thus, an algorithm based on SIFT matching to measure initial pose of target tracking is proposed, which is to initial the target tracking. To solve the pose parameters, the algorithm couples virtual visual servo with RANSAC based on multipoint matching. Then, a target tracking algorithm is proposed. Distinct from conventional model-based tracking, edge and point are taken as visual features in this paper. Moreover, an M estimator is introduced to resist the interference from environment during target tracking, to realize the real-time measurement of pose parameters.
Lastly, a series of experiments are carried out to confirm the pose measurement method in this paper has highly precision, robustness, and good real-time performance. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method not only could adapt various illumination conditions, but also could satisfy the requirements of real-time solving pose parameters in video sequences.
Particularly, a beneficial work to be finished in the future is study on recover the structure of non-cooperative target from motion via using visual sensors, to realize the identification and pose measurement of unknown non-cooperative targets. Also, with the development of visual sensors, initial pose measurement will be further deeply investigated, such as based on RGB-D sensor, multi-lens, laser radar, and etc. In addition, how to predict and correct the data in pose tracking to improve the accuracy and robustness of tracking algorithm is an important topic of future research.
